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{x = (x,) ,~l;  Z,°°= 1x 2 <oo, x, E R (n >/1)} and the structure function r(t) is assumed 
to be continuous and not identically zero on [0, oo). We denote by Rx(x,  y]~)  the 
conditional covariance function of X relative to ~ ~ 12 (~ ~ 0): 
R~(x ,  y l ~)  = EE(X(x )  - ~(xl ~)) (X(y )  - tz(yl ~))], 
where /~(x] ~) denotes the conditional expectation of X(x)  conditioned by 
{X(z); z e ~}. After P. L6vy, we shall introduce the maximal conjugate set 
~x(x[~)={Y•12;Rx(x ,  Y l~)=0} of x relative to ~. We set a ,k= 
~/n/ (n- -1){ek+l -1 /n~j~=l  ej+l} and ~'n={ank}l<k<n (n~>2), where {e,},>~l is the 
canonical orthonormal basis of 12. An inversion T on 12 with center z • 12 and radius 
t > 0 will be defined as follows: Tx = t2[x - z l -2 (x -  z) + z (x ~ z) and Tz = z. 
Theorem. Let X be a G.r.f  on I ~ with structure function r( t). Then the following three 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) r ( t )=Ct  ~(C>O,O<a<~2) ;  
(ii) ~x(  Te l lT~, )= T~x(e~[ ~,) for any n >>-2 and any similar transformation T
on 12; and 
(iii) ~x ( Tell T~,)  = To% x (el I ~)  for any n >12 and any inversion T on 12 with center 
contained in ~.  
Generalized Functional of a Class of Additive Processes 
Yoshifusa Ito, Nagoya University College of Medical Technology, Japan 
Let /x be a measure on 5 a', the dual space of the Schwartz space ow, whose 
characteristic functional is 
[ "a°~:ll2 k-~ mk(e°k'e(U)- l )du],  C(s c) =exp ~ k=, 
where a l , . . . ,  an are rationally independent reals. Denote by P a stochastic process 
associated with /z. The °//-transform of a functional ~ of/5 is defined by using the 
J--transform of Hida and Ikeda: 
(°//4~)(~) = C(¢)- '(g-~)(~:) = C(~) i f e,<X,e>,b(x ) d/x(x). 
The renormalization :+(P): of a functional ~b(P) is defined as the inverse 0-t/- K 
transform of 4~(aoZi£+Y~k=l akmkeak'¢). The renormalizations of monomials in K 
(/5, rlj)--~k= 1akmk ~ r b dr, r b ~ 5 e, play an essential role in this theory as Hermite 
polynomial functionals in the theory of Brownian functionals. 
Choosing an appropriate subspace (L2) ÷ of (L 2) = L2(b °', tx), the space (L 2) of 
generalized functionals of P is defined as the dual space of (L2) ÷. Although the 
limits of polynomials and exponentials in (P, ~b)'s stay neither in (L 2) nor in (L 2) 
as ~j shrinks to 6tj, those of their renormalizations stay in (L2) -. 
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Partial differential operators are defined by 
o 3 0 6 
___~/  l ~  and 0g, t ___0 - t / - I  07/, 
Oo, t - O[3(t) 6aoi~(t) - OPk(t) 6ink e "k~e(') 
where B and Pk'S are the Brownian and the Poisson components of P. Denoting 
the adjoint operators by 0*,, and * Ok.,, the multiplication operator by/5(t ) ,  is expressed 
as  
K 
P(t)" ao(O*o,t+Ooa)+ E * = akmk(Ok, t+ 1)(0k., + 1). 
k : l  
On Gaussian Reciprocal Processes 
Jean Claude Mass6, Universitd Laval, Canada 
A reciprocal process is defined as a process whose behavior inside an interval is 
independent of its behavior outside the same interval, given the endpoints tates. 
This class of processes has been defined by B. Jamison who undertook to identify 
them in the real Gaussian case, obtaining partial results. The reciprocity property 
is a natural extension of the Markov field property, and it leads directly to the strict 
Markov field property when we attempt to define it for random fields. In this paper, 
we establish a representation theorem linking closely Gaussian reciprocal vector 
processes to Gaussian Markov vector processes. A general method of building 
reciprocal processes follows. Several examples are given. 
An Iterated Logarithm Law for the Maxima of a StronglyDependent Isotropic Gaussian 
Random Field 
William Peter McCormick, University of Georgia, USA 
The growth of the maxima for a class of isotropic Gaussian random fields is 
studied. The class of processes considered has a stochastic integral representation 
which in the strongly dependent case is most useful in elucidating the nature of the 
strong dependence. This work generalizes previous work on the growth rate of the 
maxima of Polya processes. 
Integral Transformations Associated with L~vy's Brownian Motion 
Akio Noda, Aichi University of Education, Kariya, Japan 
From a well-known expression of L6vy's Brownian motion X={X(x) ;  xc  R"} 
discovered by Chentsov, we are led to introduce a pair of integral transformations 
